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to] )LJL (TA.) [Hence Qt; meaning Can

t inually : and always, orfor ever.] __ Also I Still,

or motionless; said, in this sense,qpl' water; ($,

M, Mgh, Msb,l_{, TA ;) and so be». (M, TA.)

_ It is also said of that which is in motion, [as

signifying 1- Going round, revolving, or circling,

(see 1,)] as well as of that which is still, or

motionless; thus having two contr. meanings:
01"

so says Aboo-Bekr. (TA.) _ [Hence,] 7 33).»

E56 + [Broth into which is put much grease so

thdt this swims round upon it]: which is extr.,

because the , in this instance should by rule be

changed into a hemzch. (M. [The meaning is

there indicated by the mention of this phrase

immediately after q.v.])

a afla/

£031; 15)»: see the next preceding paragraph.

0 3v

1%):

)a05

)3}! [More, and most, continual, lasting, &c.]

see131;, first sentence.

1,»! a:

You say, 13:5 ,9)» ,5 [It is more continual,

or lasting, &c., than such a thing]: from ,blyjdl.

(IJ, M.)

9')

)lM Continual, or lasting, rain. (IJ, M, K.)

[See also 3;», above.] __ And lVine; as also

tilril: (T,'s,M,1_< =) so called because it is

made to continue for a time (T, M) in the(T,) or in its receptacle, (M,) until it becomes

still after fermenting : (T :) or because, by reason

of its abundance, it does not become exhausted:

(Sh, T :) or because ofits oldness: (AO, T :) or

because it is the only beverage of which the

drinking can be long continued: (M,K:) or

because the drinking thereof is continued for days,

to the exclusion of other beverages. (A, TA.)

9, a)

141.» : see what next precedes.

Q I D

I,“ and ‘$133.0 A stick, or piece of wood,

(M, or some other thing, (M,) with which. one

stills the boiling of the cooking-pot. (Lh, M,

téji. <Yz. s. M, 1;. TA, [in we CK,

erroneously, ilalfl) and 72,333, (M, TA,)

Land upon which have fallen rains such as are

termed,1, [pl. of 1.8,]. (Yzf s,* M, 1;; TA.)

3,34,; i.q. ($, K) [Having blood ‘flowing

from his nose : or, accord. to the PS and TLC as

meaning having a continual bleeding of the nose].

15,3’) 0 a;

1.4..“ uégl:

I a I

see 34,340.

a,» ‘I Q

you“: 568),».

applied to birds, means Going round,

or circling, over a thing: and this is meant by

V QLo,lJ2c, which is used for the former word,

in the saying [of a rajiz], describing horses,

* cuss-.2 on? .n'e *

i.e. Lihe birds when thou loohcst at, or watchest,

those of them that are going round, or circling,

over a thing: (S, TA :i‘) or QLQBAZQ signifies

waiting, or watching. (TA.)

I’)

E‘JQglX-i»: see what next precedes.

6 '01

MM: see 10. Accord. to Sh, (TA,) it

signifies i-Excecding the usual bounds in an

afi'air ; striving, or labouring, therein; or taking

pains, or extraordinary pains, therein. (T, TA.)

0»

a a .u a’ a o~ e i

1. Ql), aor. Q’Ag, inf. n. 023; and “yet,

a. 1s.) with @amm, (K,) inf- n- wig; (8 0,118,

or it, was, or become, such as is termed Q33;

($, K;) [i.e.] low, base, vile, &c.: or weak:

(Kz) mentioned by lEr-Raghib on the authority

of IKt: (TA :) so say some: but accord. to

others, has no verb. TA.) (as

in my copies of the 5,) or 0.x; A), (as in the

TA,) at the end of a verse of ’Adee, as some

relate it, [perhaps the only authority for these
6

u r) if

two verbs,] 1B accord. to others one), from Us,

meaning “he, or it, was, or became, weak.”

($, KO

2. (515.1311 0,3, (inf. n. 3.,5, TA,) He

wrote, composed, or drew up, the register [&c.].

(s,r Ma), 1;, TA!) And (5.35.11: 0;) In

instituted, appointed, or arranged, the registers

for the projects, or administrators, (Mgh, Mgh,)

and the Kddees, (Mgh,) or others : (Msb :) said

of’Omar; who is related to have been the first

that did this, (Mgh, Mgh,) among the Arabs.

(Mgllh) And Q3" .95, He collected the writings.

(Mgh.) [And 056 £10.? Q3; IIe collected the

poetry of such a bne] And signifies also

The writing [a person's name ’&c.] in 0 Olga;

[or register]. (KL) You say, He wrote[in a register]. [And IIe registered

him.]

;,,°g a

see 1. =45»! L0 [as

meaning How low, base, vile, &c., is he, or it !]

is [asserted to be] a phrase not used, (Ag, T, K,

TA,) because [it is said that] has no verb.

(Ammo

. g H

4. 0,3,1, inf. 11. 55b]:

5. @343 He was, or became, in a slate qfcom

plete richness, wealth, or competence. (IAar, '1‘,

K.) [See also Perhaps both are correct,

as dial. vars.] '

0 1

Q3, Low, base,lvrle, mean, paltry, inconsider

able, or contemptible; (Fr, '1‘, $, M,‘ high, K,)

applied to a man &c.: (T, Msbz) and inferior,

i. e. lower, baser, viler, &c., in grounds of pre

tension to respect or honour [or in any approvable

quality] : (Lth, T :) and such asfalls short [of a

thing]; used in this sense as a prefixed noun:

(Ham p. 686:) [see below what is said of‘ its

usage as a prefixed noun by Lth and by Sb : and

used as an epithet, scanty, or deficient; applied

to anything :] and of a middling sort; between

good and bad; applied to a man and to a com

modity : (M :) and also high, or eminent, in ranh

or condition; noble, or honourable : (T, K 2) thus

it bears two contr. significations (K) [and signi

fications intermediate between those two]. A

poet says,

* {Ski-Hi5 5;.» :1; L; '3; '
e 1 I e a e d J's/e

" ‘w d5 w one"; fee: I '

[IV/zen the man is high in rank, or nobility, he

seehs highness: and he who is low is content "til/t

that which is low]. Accord. to the most

common usage, (Mgh,) or accord. to what is

asserted to be the most common usage, (Lh, M,)

one says 9;; (T, M, Msb, K) and

Q’; Elsi: (M, Msb) A man who is [of a

hind that is] low, base, &c., and a thing that is

[ofa hind that is] long, page,’ 15w: (Mgh:) °but

sometime? they said 0,) Jqunmld ‘Q2, gut’,

without Q4; (M, high;) and 0,; gap a bad

[or an infiriior] gar-merit, 'orJiifce of cloth : (M :)

or one should not say Q); J9); (T, K ;) for the

Arabs did not use this phrase. (T.) Accord. to

Lth, one says, 5J1; Lib [This is the inferior

of that], when meaning to denote by it low esti

mation, using the nom. case: (T :) [but this is

uncommon, if allowable :] Sb says that Q}; is

not used in the nom. case as a prefixed noun : as

to the saying in the Kur [lxxii. 11, an instance

similar to which occurs also in vii. 167],

ill‘) @QLQH, the meaning is,£135 [i.e. 0f us are the righteous, and of

us’are a party below that party in rank or esti

mation]; (M, TA,) or, as another says, Q); is

here in the accus. case but in the place of a noun

in the nom. case because it is generally used as an

adv. n. (TA.) _ As an adv. n., U); signifies

Below, contr. of 6;; ($, ;) as denoting a

falling short of the [right or approved] limit;

;) or denoting low, or mean, estimation or

condition,- (Lth, T, M ;) or a condition lower,

baser, viler, &c., than that of another, in grounds

of pretension to respect or honour [or in any

approvable quality]; (Lth, T;) [and hence, in

jerior to, beneath, under, or short of, another in

rank, height, size, &c. ,] and less than another,

and more deficient than another: (Fr, T:) and

also above; i.q. 635; (T, K,) in highness, or

eminence, of rank or condition, or in nobility;

('l‘ ;) [and hence, exceeding another, and more than

another:] thus bearing two contr. significations.
e’: or

You say, eh’; J9‘ meaning Zeyd is [below

thee, or] in a condition lower, base)‘, viler, &c.,

than thine, in grounds of pretension to respect or

honour [&c.] : and when one says, “ Verily such

a one is high, or eminent, in rank or condition,”

or “is noble,” another replies, meaning

And above that. (T.) _ Also Beneath, below in,

situation, or under; syn. ('jl‘, TA.) Using

ed)’ at

it in this sense, you say, .9,»

[illaythe check ofthine enemy be beneath thyfoot] :
I,’

(T, TA 2) and 23,3 un., [IIe sat below him].

(TA.) _ Also Befbre in respect ofplace, or in

front: and [the contr., namely,] behind, or beyond.

(T, M, [You may say, using it in the former

sense, 9.4-.- He sat bqforc him, or in front

ofhim: (sec Ham p. 86:) and, using it in the

sell‘

L513‘- ):ol l“

gap’; This [man] is governor, or prince, over

what is beyond [the river] Jeyhoon. (TA.) _

And i. q. [generally signifying Before in.

respect of time; but as some say, in respect of

place also, which may perhaps be here meant]:

(T and [the contr., namely,] i. g. [gene

rally meaning after in respect of time; but as

latter sense,] you say, l"
I 1 O




